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Introduction
To study the nuclear structure of unstable nuclei by measuring properties of nuclei ground and isomeric state such as nuclear spins and moments [1] , a novel laser spectroscopic technique for radioisotope (RI) atoms-"OROCHI" (Optical Radioisotopes Observation in Condensed Helium as Ion-catcher) has been proposed in recent years. This technique, combining dense superfluid helium (He II) for trapping energetic RI beams easily during its lifetime [2] and in-situ nuclear laser spectroscopy of stopped RI atoms, has potential to overcome experimental difficulties for measuring the nuclear structure of unstable nuclei with low yield and high contamination. OROCHI method takes advantage of the characteristic optical properties of atoms in He II [3] and atomic laser physics methods such as optical detection, optical pumping and double resonance. Therefore, it is supposed to be feasible to measure the spins, electromagnetic moments in ground and isomer state RIs of a wide variety of atomic species with extremely low yield. Currently, the OROCHI technique is developing and improving with the offline and online experimental research of stable atoms [4] [5] [6] .
For in-situ laser spectroscopy of atom immersed in He II, trapping RI beam at observation region with laser irradiation is crucial. Therefore, an effective method for adjusting and observing the stopping position of energetic RI beam in He II has been demonstrated with the primary 85, 87 Rb and secondary 84, 86 Rb beams. In this paper, we will present the setup, working procedure and results of the experiment for this method. The calculation results with LISE++ program [7] using Zeigler code [8] are also reported for a prior estimation and a comparison with experimental result.
Experimental setup
For OROCHI experiments performed at RIKEN Projectile fragment Separator (RIPS) for 84−87 Rb, a combination of Al degrader, plastic scintillators in both the front and the center of cryostat, and a photon detection system placed under the cryostat has been used to stop and trap the beam (66 Mev/u for primary 85, 87 Rb and ∼ 62 MeV/u for secondary beam 84, 86 Rb) efficiently at the precise position of He II, as shown in Fig. 1 . Adjusting of RI beams is achieved by the energy degrader made of aluminum foils, which is the common technique used for trapping of particles [9, 10] . These aluminum foils are mounted on two separate rotary wheels and their thickness differs from their neighbor by 12.5 µm and 100 µm for two wheels, respectively. By rotating two wheels for choosing the various combination of foils, which are remotely controlled with PC, the total thickness of degrader can be adjusted from 0 to 787.5 µm. The 12.5 µm difference of the degrader thickness causes the difference of stopping position as less than 0.2 mm, which is sufficiently suitable for the required precision in our current system (66 MeV/u primary Rb beam). One plastic scintillator (Tr-PL, Saint Gobain Co.Ltd., BC 408, thickness: 100 µm) assembled with two photomultiplier tubes (Hamamatsu Photonics Co.Ltd., H6533) placed in a pre-cryostat chamber is used to count the ions introduced into the cryostat chamber. Another scintillator (He-PL, Saint Gobain K. K., BC 408, thickness: 500 µm) located at the center of the cryostat is used to check the stopping position of atoms by photon counting using photon detection system. He-PL can be removed from the center of cryostat without stopping the cryostat operation. The photon detection system is mainly used to count laser induced fluorescence (LIF) photons from the trapped atoms optically pumped by the laser beam (cw Ti:Sapphire laser, 899-01, Coherent Co.Ltd.). It is composed of three large Fresnel lenses, a pair of orthometric slits remotely controlled with PC, band-pass and edge-pass interference filters at both He-PL photon and LIF wavelength, and a cooled photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu Photonics Co.Ltd., R943-02 and C10372). The volume of the observation region for the photon detection system is determined by adjusting the slits width and the laser diameter. For experiment with 84−87 Rb beam, we used the volume 5 × 2 × 2 mm 3 by fixing the slits at 5 mm along the laser path and 2 mm along the beam direction with a laser of 2 mm diameter. In OROCHI experiments, we have successfully trapped the beams 84−87 Rb at an accurate stopping position in He II for further laser spectroscopy experiment. The actual procedure for determine the stopping position of the beam is as follows (using 87 Rb as an example): First, from the prior LISE++ calculation using Ziegler's program code, we estimated an appropriate degrader thickness as 344.0 µm for stopping the 87 Rb at the center of He II (Table 1) , where the beam path is 7.5 mm between the entrance window and the surface of He-PL. Subsequently, during beam time, we decreased the incident beam energy step by step using the degrader to stop the beam near the surface of He-PL which is checked by the count ratio of He-PL to Tr-PL. From the measured relation between the ratio N H /N T and the degrader thickness, we determined the optimum degrader thickness fell in the range of 350.0 ∼ 400.0 µm for 87 Rb (Fig. 2(a) ) where the ratio tends towards minimum. After removing the He-PL from the laser observation region, we pass through laser from the center of He II. The overlap of stopped atoms with the laser beam is then confirmed by the detected LIF intensity from the stopped atoms optically pumped by laser beam in He II. The maximum ratio N L /N T (350 µm for 87 Rb in Fig. 2(b) ) corresponds to the best overlap between the region where implanted atoms stopped and trapped, which suggests that the accelerated atoms are stopped at the correct position. The same procedure was also performed for stopping the isotope of 84, 85, 86 Rb in He II. All of the experimental results are shown in Fig. 2 , and listed in Table 1 . The results satisfy required accuracy for further laser spectroscopy experiment, which can be confirmed from the consistency of the straggling of the stopping position (about 1.5 ∼ 2 mm deduced from the 50 µm ∼ 75 µm width of Gaussian fitting curve in Fig 2(b) and (c) ) and the diameter of laser beam (about 1.5 ∼ 2 mm). Recently we perform the OROCHI experiment successfully by use of the precise determination of the stopping position of introduced beams. Both the polarization and double resonance signal of the atoms immersed in He II have been observed successfully, part of which has been presented in [11] .
Calculated and experimental results
In order to confirm the reliability of the LISE++ calculation with the Ziegler code, the calculated results of the energy loss in He-Pl of primary 85, 87 Rb beam with different degrader thickness are also Fig. 2(a) together with the experiment results as a comparison. A good consistent can be found for the results, which can also be confirmed from Table 1. 
